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Abstract： In telecommunications, a government regulation choice on a standard is 

pre-requisite for the society to obtain the benefits from the diffusion of new technologies. 
Both delays and rashness induced by regulatory bodies either in standard choice or its 
implementation can be extremely costly. Now China is facing the regulatory choices from 2G 
to 3G, which will affect future telecommunication market structure and technology direction 
of the country. In this paper, 3G standards and regulation choices in the mobile 
communications industry of China are discussed. The first section introduces Current mobile 
market structure in China. The second section deals with the Background of mainstream 3G 
standards. The third section analyses government regulation licensing policies of China in 3G 
standards. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

During the last 15 years，especially after 2G standards appeared, the mobile telephone 

industry In China has experienced a dramatic growth, the number of mobile subscribers 
increases considerably each year. By the summer of 2001, the size of the subscriber base in 
China exceeded that of the US for the first time, with around 200 million subscribers (or 20% 
of the world total), making China the largest market for mobile telephones in the world. 
Although 2G and 2.5G are developing quickly, the third-generation mobile communications 
(3G) has been a focus of considerable attention in recent years. As the world's largest mobile 
phone market with close to 350 million subscribers, China faces whether or how to upgrade 
its mobile technology standard to 3G from the current 2G or 2.5G. As is well known, 3G will 
be a cake that numerous companies vie with each other for. Affected by various factors such  
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as economy, political and population, the country has different development conditions from 
those of other countries. This determines that China will take a road of developing 3G with 
Chinese characteristics. 

However, the 3G decision has to make because standards have become an increasingly 
important means of economics and social regulation as economics have developed and 
become more complex and interdependent and as individual and societal needs and goals 
have evolved. Especially in mobile telephone sector, standard choices are of great - and 
arguably of growing - importance in modern economies since standards are a prerequisite for 
the diffusion of a new technology and therefore also for the ensuing welfare gains. As ever 
argued forcefully by Hausman (1997, 2002), regulatory delays can be extremely costly in 
such situations, no matter what the delay is due to regulatory wrangling on how to implement 
a standard once it has been nominally chosen (as was the case in the U.S. regarding first 
generation mobile phones), or due to regulatory indecision as to what standard to choose (as 
was the case in France, the UK and Germany).  According to Hausman’ s estimates, delays 
in the introduction of the 1G lead to an annual welfare loss in the order of tens of billions of 
dollars in the U.S.  

It’s same with 3G decision of China, delay will lead to telecom operators investing too 
much on 2G and 2.5G, which may result in price wars and a waste of resources and miss the 
chance to promote the product of national industry. On the contrary, regulatory impolicy also 
brings to huge losses. It is well known that European has ever fully experienced the failure of 
3G decisions. It is therefore important to study current mobile market structure and 
understand what determines the timing of actual standard choice, and that is the objective of 
this paper.  

 
2 CURRENT MOBILE MARKET SITUATIONS IN CHINA 
 

In China, there are five giant telecommunication operators. Two of them, namely China 
Mobile (using GSM) and China Unicom (using CDMAONE) provide 2G mobile service. The 
other three, namely China Railcom, China Telecom and China Netcom mainly offer fixed 
telephone service. Even China Telecom and China Netcom have no mobile license, motivated 
by getting more profit, they are eager to snatch the share of mobile market. They utilize the 
leak of regulation, to promote PHS system based on fixed network aggressively. For the past 
three years, the subscribers' number of PHS reached 35 millions. However, comparing with 
the number of mobile subscribers, the number of PHS subscribers is a mite on an elephant. Up 
to the June of 2003, the number of mobile subscribers is 238 millions, in which China mobile 
takes two third of them.  

So China’s mobile services market currently operates as a duopoly with on one side 
China Mobile (about 70% of subscribers) and on the other side China Unicom. Despite large 
scale investments made by the latter, the market power rests, for the time being, still in the 
hands of China Mobile. Moreover, with China’s progressive WTO commitments for market 
access, sizeable foreign entry into the mobile services market will remain limited for some 
time. Thus, China’s mobile market structure presents similarities with many other countries: a 
leader (China Mobile) derived from the fixed-line monopolist who maintained its initial 
advantage to dominate the market. 
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But China mobile market has its own characteristics. One notable difference with others 
is the relationship between the operators and the government. Although the trend of 
separation of enterprise and government is well underway, the organizational boundaries 
between the operators and the government are much less clear than in most other markets of 
the world for enterprises’ state-owned nature. As a result, the government regulator plays a 
key role in the choice of 3G standards. The other difference is the lack of service integration. 
Except for China Unicom operators were supposed to provide only one type of service. The 
government has indicated its wish to drive the industry’s structure toward integrated operators, 
i.e. allowing fixed-line operators to enter mobile and vice-versa. But by-and-large, the 
wireless market structure is not expected to change until the attribution of new mobile 
licenses at some point in time in 2005. 

Therefore, it’s no surprising that there are different opinions on how to develop 3G .The 
government and regulator is not quit clear, so the date of 3G licenses was postponed over and 
over again. The exiting telecom operators (China mobile and China Unicom) seem to be 
neutral to 3G, while potential new 3G operators (China Telecom and China Netcom) are 
eagerly waiting 3G, so are the domestic and foreign equipment manufactures.   

 
3 THE THREE MAINSTREAM 3G STANDARDS OF ITU 
 

In May 2000, the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) approved three 
mainstream standards based on CDMA. They are WCDMA (proposed by Europe and Japan), 
CDMA2000 (proposed by the United States), and TD-SCDMA (proposed by Datang 
Telecoms Group on behalf of China). Both of them have their own advantage and currently, 
there is no sign that any of them will become the only standard in 3G market. On the other 
hands, it is not easy to predict which standards will own the largest market; all depends how 
the standards fit the need of the market. Recently years, some of the countries, such as China, 
are going to rollout the 3G implementation. Before making the selection, services provider 
has to consider the suitable each standard and decide which one should fit their need before 
operating it. Because in the evolution from 2G to 3G systems, different migration paths 
should be identified for GSM and CDMA-centric systems (see Figure1). 

 
3.1. WCDMA 

GSM-centric operators have the option to implement General Packet Radio Service 
(GPRS) and/or  Enhanced Data Rates for Global Evolution (EDGE) prior to 3G rollout. 
GPRS provides a relatively easy upgrade of existing 2G networks to support higher bit rates. 

GSM 

CDMAone 

GPRS EDGE 

CDMAone 

(IS-95A) (IS-95B)

TD-SCDMA

W-CDMA

CDMA2000 

(1XRTT/3XRT)
       

2G         2.5G  3G 
Figure 1  The different migration paths to 3G  
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Commonly considered a 2.5G technology, GPRS offers a theoretical maximum 171.2kbps bit 
rate, when all 8 time slots are utilized at once. However, it is more likely that subscribers 
would only be allocated 2-4 time slots, significantly lowering the actual bit rate. In addition, 
initial GPRS deployments would only provide point-to-point support, meaning that 
subscribers can only communicate with one party at any one time. At present, some European 
operators have announced commercial GPRS rollouts this year. GPRS roaming trials have 
also been conducted in Asia. Mobile data services are likely to take off with the advent of 
higher bit rates offered by GPRS.  

Beyond GPRS, operators have the option of implementing EDGE or migrating directly 
to W-CDMA. EDGE enhances GPRS and offers bit rates of up to 384kbps through the use of 
a more efficient modulation technique. Another advantage of EDGE over GPRS is support for 
point-to-multipoint communication. Operators without 3G licenses may be able to offer 
GPRS or EDGE instead. However, some operators may prefer a direct 3G implementation 
over additional infrastructure costs in association with EDGE.  

 
3.2. CDMA2000 

For CDMA-centric networks, there are several technology choices for 3G migration. 
Generally, there are three potential high-speed technologies: CDMA2000 3X, High Data Rate 
(HDR) and 1Xtreme. CDMA operators are likely to implement cdma2000 1X initially; and, 
subsequently either 3X, HDR or 1Xtreme. 1X (meaning that only a single 1.25MHz CDMA 
carrier is used) offers approximately twice the voice capacity of CDMAOne. It offers 
averages data rates of 144kbps and has backward compatibility with CDMAOne. The 
technology may also be implemented at other than CDMAOne frequencies. 3X offers even 
higher capacity, data rates of up to 2Mbps, as well as backward compatibility with 1X.  

 
3.3. TD-SCDMA 

TD-SCDMA is the first standard China has ever proposed and widely accepted. It was 
proposed later than the European UTRA TDD standard. However, since it has so obvious 
technical advantages that Siemens, which has proposed UTRA TDD, decided in July 2001 to 
give up R&D of products on the basis of its own standard and participate in the development 
of TD-SCDMA. To sum up, TD-SCDMA has the following unique good points: It can 
support asymmetrical transmission systems more effectively, has good backward 
compatibility with the GSM network and entails low cost. 

But comparing with other two 3G standards, TD-SCDMA still lags behind in many 
aspects such as the involvement of equipment providers and terminal scarcity. 

 
4.  THE ANALYSES OF GOVERNMENT REGULATION LICENSING POLICIES 

IN 3G. 
 

Government 3G regulatory policies in mobile telecommunications have various 
dimensions. First, the regulator needs to decide how to grant licenses. Second, the regulator 
needs to decide whether to set a single national (or international) standard, or whether to 
allow multiple technological systems to compete. Third, the regulator has to decide to how 
many firms will receive a license. This also involves an important decision with respect to the 
timing of first and additional licenses.  
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4.1. How to Issue 3G License 

Europe is most active in developing 3G, the first 3G license issued in Finland in 1999, 
the flood of issuing 3G licenses surged around Europe continent. It brings plenty of revenue 
to governments through fierce auction, meanwhile it puts so heavy burden on operators that 
their 3G development is halted. How to issue 3G license affects the construction of entire 
telecommunication infrastructure. Since China is still under the initial phase of market 
economy. Market competition mechanism is not mature, self-adjustment can not work well. 
So the macroeconomic control and regulation for government is required. Also since the 
telecom operators in China are all state-owned enterprises and two types of 2G standards: 
GSM and CDMA, are employed in China. And 3G standard TD-SCDMA initiated by China 
needs to be supported. So the auction like Europe is not the best way to issue 3G licenses. 
Instead inviting public bidding may be introduced. The public bidding is manipulability. With 
it, winner is chosen not only based on price offer, but also its capability and technical offer are 
taken into account. 
 
4.2. Multiple Systems or Single 3G Standards 

According to Current mobile market situations in China, and the update road from 2G to 
3G, multiple 3G standards would co-exist in China. 
    Firstly, China Mobile, as the biggest 2G operators in the world, runs a pure GSM 
network. Recently year, it just upgraded its GSM network from 2G to 2.5G. If 3G licenses are 
issued, China Mobile has to catch up with other operators, to upgrade its 2.5G network to 3G. 
So in order to save investment, WCDMA is its best choice. To support national industry and 
enhance the efficiency of network, TD-SCDMA may be chosen as supplementary too. 

Second, China Unicom, the country's second-largest mobile operator, which has built a 
current-generation CDMA network together with its GSM system, is the only CDMA 
operator in the country. Therefore CDMA2000 is its certain choice. 

Third, TD-SCDMA, as the only one to have developed out of China, has received the 
strongest recognition from the Chinese government, will certainly become one of 3G 
standards in future China mobile market. Then, China Telecom & China Netcom, even China 
Railcom may be the best operators for TD-SCDMA. 

 
4.3. The 3G Licenses Schedule 

The government has not published any schedule to issue 3G licenses mainly for 
following reasons: 

Firstly, technology and economy factors are taken into account. If the 3G standard of 
technology is changed frequently, it is hard to be accepted by public, because it brings so 
many risks to vendors and operators, even damages the reputation of technology. 3G standard 
have been changing for many times. It impresses people that 3G standard is not finalized yet. 
Additionally the existing problems in 3G equipments are obstacles to prevent 3G from 
commercial using. Up to now, in the 3G test being held in China, many problems are detected, 
such as frequent handover drops between 2G network and 3G network, lack of 3G terminal, 
various standards for some value added services. Currently public have high expectation on 
3G. But if performance of 3G were worse than one of 2G, public would be disappointed, even 
give up any hope on it. Moreover, killer applications based on 3G are not found out. This is 
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another obstacle to deploy 3G. Since current network infrastructure can fulfill the 
requirements of subscribers basically, whatever voice services or data services. Before killer 
applications emerging, any investment on 3G will be a sort of waste from the point of 
economy. In the context of above situations, government will not issue licenses now. 

Secondly, China has one home-grown 3G standard -- TD-SCDMA. Since invented later 
than other two standards, it is not mature as them. As 3G network deployment is a chance to 
promote the product of national industry, improve GDP and maximize national interest, China 
government would not like to miss it. That’s the most important reasons why the 3G licenses 
haven’t been issued. In the meantime, the regulator would encourage more telecom 
enterprises to use TD-SCDMA to enhance its competitiveness and give enough time to them 
developing TD-SCDMA. Since TD-SCDMA can co-work with either WCDMA or 
CDMA2000, the regulator is likely to bind TD-SCDMA with WCDMA or CDMA2000 while 
issuing 3G licenses. This means whatever it is a WCDMA license or a CDMA2000 license, 
TD-SCDMA can be a part of network. Even it may be possible that one license is issued for a 
pure TD-SCDMA network.  

 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
 

From discussion above, the 3G decision of China is difficult to make because of multiple 
complicated factors. Either delay or impulsion will be costly. So the Chinese Government 
regulator needs intensive and careful study before making a right decision. But following 
policy trends can be inferred: (1) the regulator will not use the auction like Europe to issue 3G 
licenses; (2) Three 3G standards will co-exist in China mobile market with multiple 3G 
services competition. (3) The 3G licenses schedule of China will inevitably be associated with 
the industrial mature of national TD-SCDMA.  

But the 3G Age will come sooner or later in China. If TD-SCDMA could be ready for 
commercial use in 2005, more than 4 pieces of 3G licenses will be issued. Thus the types of 
license would be at least 2 pieces of WCDMA+TD-SCDMA, 1 TD-SCDMA and 1 
CDMA2000+TD-SCDMA. If not, the types of license would be at least 2 pieces of 
WCDMA+TD-SCDMA and 1 CDMA2000+TD-SCDMA. With this kind of structure, it can 
leave sufficient room to TD-SCDMA. By then, 3G will officially start, and bring profound 
change to the future telecom market of China.  
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